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ANSWERING the CALL to

DIVERSIFY
The project director for Walsh Turner Joint Venture, Co-Project Executive
Jay Jacobsmeyer, explained that the main purpose in getting involved

jay jacobsmeyer
Co-Project Executive
Walsh Construction

with the EDGE program is to ensure the construction field was a place
of diversified companies. Ensuring that inclusion and client goals are at
the forefront of their work is important. This partnership expands upon
their commitment to driving long term connections with minority led
small businesses. Walsh Turner Joint Venture is able to provide contractors
with the opportunity to grow their organization through the Ohio State

“

Wexner Medical Center inpatient hospital project. Projects like these
impact the community and build portfolios.

Nigel Carter

Walsh and Turner Construction have been committed to
their clients, community, and self improvement for over

60 YEARS

“

Co-Project Executive
Turner Construction

Giving back to the community is at the forefront of what they do. This
EDGE partnership allows for contractors to participate in mega-projects
and receive mentorships with larger companies. To avoid smaller companies
getting overwhelmed, Walsh Turner Joint Venture is also offering smaller
packages to help contractors expand their repertoire. While the focus is
on the mega-project with the Ohio State Wexner Medical Center inpatient
hospital project, the remainder of projects with Walsh Turner Joint Venture
will be expanding over central Ohio and beyond! Co-Project Executive
Nigel Carter went on to say that Walsh Turner Joint Venture
is extremely dedicated to the EDGE project and is forecasting

“

Walsh Turner Joint Venture
is extremely dedicated to the
EDGE project and is forecasting

$100,000,000

on this project to be awarded in contracts

$100,000,000 on this project to be awarded in contracts. Their
goalis 100 companies to receive their EDGE certifications!
This partnership is pertinent to allowing smaller companies
to have access to such a large-scale project. The commitment
to inclusion within the community has been Walsh

“

Turner Joint Venture’s mission for decades, fitting
with the EDGE mission.
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P a r t n e r s hThati Work
p s

Steps to become
EDGE certified

Jesse Mark, Regional Director, MBAC

T

he state of Ohio’s Minority Business Assistance Centers (MBAC)
allowed for the continued effort of getting state contracts in the

hands of underserved businesses to expand. The regional director of MBAC
states, “The EDGE certification provides an opportunity for socially &
economically disadvantaged businesses to obtain contracts with the state. Its’ goal is to develop smaller contractors
& vendors the chance to increase their scope and bring healthy competition to the construction & affiliated
trades/professions. It promotes a diversified workplace, fosters job creation & is critical to success of minority
contractors looking to work on State projects.” Partnerships like this ensure that through every step of the program,
businesses are offered support and guidance. Allowing for minority representation and facilitating their success
on a high level is nothing new to Walsh Turner Joint Venture, The Ohio State University, NCUS, or MBAC.
That is why the conglomeration of expertise on the EDGE project was a natural fit with real, sustainable results!

The value of Ohio’s
participation

Tim Collins, EEO Contract/Program Officer
Minority Business Development Division

F

ollowing a series of Diversity & Inclusion questions relating
to business practices throughout the country, NCUS has been

amongst the few that has actually answered the call for representation. The
partnership between Walsh Turner Joint Venture, NCUS, and minority and women owned companies has awarded
contracts for the construction of the Ohio State Wexner Medical Center inpatient hospital project to over 50%
of businesses involved. The EDGE program aides NCUS’ effort in Diversity & Inclusion. EDGE was designed to
assist socially and economically disadvantaged businesses in obtaining state government contracts in the following
areas: construction, architecture and engineering, professional services, and goods and services. Through various
community conversations with business leaders and continuous community outreach efforts, NCUS once again
has proven the ability to reach people where they are. Additional opportunities that have come from this partnership
include businesses that are not EDGE certified receiving one-on-one assistance to obtain their EDGE certification.
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EDGE Certification

SPOTL IGHT
The mission with the “Opportunity Knocks” project is to help businesses on their road to EDGE
certification. This is done by providing individualized help to those working toward their certification.
NCUS has hosted bi-weekly informational engagement sessions to explain the process and simplify
the timeline to allow for more companies to receive the EDGE credential. NCUS also helps companies
complete their paperwork and provide a direct link to the state and to the Ohio State Wexner Medical
Center inpatient hospital project in order to streamline the EDGE process.

Hard Work Pays Off!
The following companies worked alongside the National Center for Urban
Solutions and the Ohio State Wexner Medical Center inpatient hospital
project to become EDGE certified! EDGE program members who
have been certified include:

92
42

Session
Attendees
Companies
currently
pursuing EDGE
certification
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Real Edge

Success Stories
Businesses that have RECENTLY obtained the EDGE certification,
since partnering with NCUS

3C Industries
“The EDGE Certification process
took time and diligence, but it

Next Generation
Construction
“Established in 2009 Next

was well worth the wait!

Generation Construction is

There were times in which
we thought we had all of the

a multi-faceted construction
company with carpentry at its

documents ready to submit

base. In terms of getting a

but was later told that one or

contract on the this large

two items were missing. We

of a project.

understand that things like this sometimes happen we
were really happy when we got our EDGE Certification.

This really means a lot to me

Getting a contract on the build of the Ohio State Wexner
Medical Center inpatient hospital means a great deal to us.
This is one of our largest contracts to date. Also, being a
part of a build this size, for the Ohio State Wexner Medical
Center inpatient hospital is simply special. Our end goal
as a company is to one day become a direct contractor on
future builds. We view this opportunity as a stepping stool
for things to come.” 3C Industries has recently become
EDGE Certified and now works on the Ohio State Wexner
Medical Center inpatient hospital build as a newly formed
partnership, TV3.

“Getting a contract on
the build of The Ohio state
Wexner medical center
inpatient Hospital means a
great deal to us.”
- DEREK HAIRSTON, CEO

and my business. EDGE certification has allowed me to scale
my business through the connections I have made.” notes
Shakorie Davis, CEO of Next Generation. Next Generation
Construction has been awarded contracts in the millions of
dollars.

“EDGE allows me to scale
my business through
the connections i
have made.”
- shakorie davis, ceo

Partnerships
That Work!
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Midwest Reinforcing
Contractors

Maylon
Enterprises

“Being EDGE certified has

“Getting EDGE certified

allowed us to get more work

has helped me get my

especially on the Ohio State

foot in the door. Maylon

Wexner Medical

Enterprises LLC has more

Center inpatient hospital project.

than 25 years of industrial

This project is the biggest

plumbing experience.

contract we’ve ever signed.

My business helps create

This contract has allowed us the opportunity to

environmentally sustainable solutions for plumbing and

make new connections with new business.”

mechanical systems. I hope this contract is a sign of things
to come for my business.” Maylon has been awarded a large

“Midwest Reinforcing services include the unloading, handling,

contract with additional conversations for more contracts

hoisting, distribution, placing and tying of all steel reinforcing

underway. This is an exceptionally special opportunity as a

bars, wire mesh, post tension cables and all related accessories for

woman of color to be able to participate on a level playing field.

reinforcing cast in place concrete. Getting a contract on the Ohio
State Wexner Medical Center inpatient hospital project means
everything. ” Midwest Reinforcing Contractors has been awarded
a contract in the millions of dollars.”

Images of

Clive Stephens, llc

Kathy Heinzen, Owner

Clive Stephens, LLC
“This project helps me put
people to work and provides
more opportunities to generate
income.” Clive Stephens has
been in business since 2003.
Clive has been awarded contracts
with the anticipation of more. Mr. Stephens is also subcontracting for Walsh Turner JV. This contract is also expected to
increase. EDGE has allowed Mr. Stephens the ability to expand his
business and get his workers into in-demand projects where their
pay is upscaled and their work is valued!
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That Work

P a r t n e r s h i p s

Experiencing the

EDGE
Process

Making a space for edge businesses
Jar Graphic Designs

“It was a lot of paperwork required for the EDGE Certification Checklist; a
lot more than I expected. As a person who wasn’t born in the United States,
I really had to dig to recover my birth certificates and other personal
documents needed for the checklist. For anyone thinking about obtaining
the EDGE Certification, I would say that the gratification out weighs the time
spent collecting documents. Now that I’ve become certified, I hope to leverage
my certification to bid on future contracts.”

Corpi, LLC
“As a new business it’s important to remain as organized as possible and
especially from an accounting standpoint. Thankfully this was my story.
As a construction management company I would like to use this new
EDGE Certification to bid on future construction projects.” New businesses
need a way ensure they’re receiving bids to build their portfolio, which
EDGE provided.”
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Outreach Events
NCUS strives to engage the community every chance possible.
To ensure the public was aware of the work done to expand diversity
in construction, EDGE held bi-weekly informational sessions
along with a one stop event. These events helped to further
explain how EDGE certification can positively impact businesses.
Past EDGE success stories were shared and the matchmaking
process began between prime and potential EDGE
contractors! This trend of engagement with minority led
companies was continued on both our June 29th event, and
our June 30th event. Also, 12 companies attended our One
Stop EDGE Event that occurred on October 27, 2021
giving us a grand total of 32 companies who have
attended info sessions/EDGE events since Aug. 19th. Key
stakeholders in this project leveraged their offerings to a
diverse group of potential contractors and participants.
reviewed plans and goals as the project moves forward.

On May 12th, 2021
Heartland Bank hosted
an Opportunity Knocks
outreach event. Attendees
were given an overview
of the EDGE project and
opportunities. Additionally,
relationships with Walsh
Turner Joint Venture’s
prime contractors were
reinforced.
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72

potential contractors
attended the heartland
bank edge event

100+

companies attended the
one stop event
june 29th-30th, 2021

65

Companies
In Attendance at the
EDGE Info Sessions
Since August, 2021

355

Were Engaged
About The EDGE Project and
Its Opportunities
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